Due: Friday, 10/26

For the following book review you will need to find the State Adopted K – 8 Mathematics Textbooks in the Hamersly Library.
✓ You must review a currently adopted book
✓ You must review the books in the library, the check out books are not current.
✓ You must look at actual student use textbooks, instructor’s guides alone are not an allowable resource.

To find the state adopted books
Hamersly Library: 2nd floor, head all of the way to the windows in the back, before the windows, on the left, you will find the (labeled) state adopted textbooks. ASK for help if you can’t find the books you need.

Find any TWO of the following topics in any TWO state adopted K – 8 textbooks. You must use two different books for two different grade levels; one topic per book.
✓ Problem solving; general techniques
✓ Patterns (as in sequences, not geometry)
✓ Problem solving with algebra
✓ Sets and/or Venn Diagrams
✓ Linear equations
✓ Graphs (not lines)
✓ Logic and/or deductive reasoning
✓ Place Value
✓ Digits
✓ Adding Whole Numbers
✓ Subtracting Whole Numbers

TYPE the following for each book:
1. Chosen topic
2. Book Title
3. Book author(s). You can list only the first two authors if there are three or more authors. Don’t confuse the authors with the publisher. For example, McGraw Hill is a publisher, not an author.
4. Book grade level
5. Book publisher
6. A one to two paragraph description about how the topic is covered in the textbook.